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Abstract Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy is the second most
used technique (after X-ray crystallography) for structural determination of pro-
teins. A computational challenge in this technique involves solving a discrete opti-
mization problem that assigns the resonance frequency to each atom in the protein.
We present a novel linear programming formulation of the problem which gives
state-of-the-art results in simulated and experimental datasets.
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1 Introduction
We investigate a type of constraint satisfaction problem on certain graphs arising in
NMR Spectroscopy. Crucial to NMR spectroscopy is the time-consuming chemical
shift assignment problem (also known as the spectral or resonance assignment
problem) [14], which inhibits the wider application of this technique. To date,
this procedure is done largely in a semi-manual way, even though approaches
using exhaustive search [24], integer programming [2], genetic algorithms [27],
variants of belief propagation [4], among others, have all shown promise in different
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2 Jose´ F. S. Bravo-Ferreira et al.
experimental datasets. However, these approaches typically lack either a principled
definition of the cost function, or a way to determine whether the global optimizer
is every attained. In this paper, we attempt to address these issues in the search
for a more rigorous algorithm.
1.1 The assignment problem
The spectral assignment problem is the problem of determining the resonance
frequencies of individual atoms in the protein. These frequencies are typically
defined by their chemical shifts, measured in parts per million (ppm) relative to
a reference compound since they depend on the local environment of individual
nuclei [12]. Therefore, the resonance frequencies are often referred to as chemical
shifts.
To extract constraints from which one can deduce a global protein structure,
NMR spectroscopists make use of interactions between atom nuclei, such as the
nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE), among others. This effect arises from the dipolar
relaxation of a two-spin system, and manifests itself as an off-diagonal peak in NOE
spectroscopy experiments (NOESY) [12], as illustrated in Figure 1.
Fig. 1 Illustration of a protein with two hydrogen atoms in close spatial proximity (left),
which induce off-diagonal peaks in H -H NOESY spectrum (right).
The NOE between two hydrogens (H) depends on the distance [12], such that
cross-peaks in H-H NOESY spectra are indicative of the existence of two hydro-
gen atoms within close proximity. However, this information is not immediately
useful geometrically without the knowledge of which hydrogen atoms induce the
cross-peak. The assignment problem provides this information, by mapping the
chemical shifts observed in this and other NMR spectroscopy experiments to the
corresponding atoms in the protein. The assignment of all hydrogen and other
backbone atoms, is a crucial first-step for high-resolution structure determination
in NMR [26].
The process of NMR assignment (especially for larger proteins) relies on a set
of experiments known as heteronuclear resonance experiments. Before describing
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Fig. 2 Representing the assignment problem as a graph. Each node is associated with a triplet
of atoms (e.g. (a1, a2, a3) or (a1, a2, a4)). When two triplets share some atoms, there is an edge
joining them. Each triplet gives rise to a resonance peak in the 3-dimensional spectra. The goal
is to assign the measured peaks to the nodes or triplets. Crucially, when two peaks result from
two triplets that share some common atoms, they will share certain coordinates. For example,
(a1, a2, a3) and (a1, a2, a4) share (a1, a2), so the coordinates in the horizontal plane of the
resulting peaks p1, p3 are the same (indicated by the vertical dotted line).
these experiments in detail, we first provide some background information on pro-
tein structure. A protein is composed of a chain of residues. Every residue contains
the same set of atoms HN , N, Cα, Cβ (with the exception of Proline). These re-
peated elements then form the protein backbone. Basic heteronuclear experiments
couple (HN , N), (HN , N, Cα), or (HN , N, Cβ) from a single residue or two adja-
cent residues. Ideally, these pairs or triplets contribute to the resonance peaks on
a 2- or n-dimensional spectra, where the coordinates of the peak are the resonance
frequencies of the hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon (similar to the case in Figure 1).
As different triplets (or pairs) may share common atoms, this results in a graph
such as the one depicted in Figure 2, where a node resembles a triplet (pair), and
an edge between two nodes means two triplets (pairs) share one or two atoms.
The goal of the assignment procedure is to take the measured peaks in R3 (peaks
in R2 resulted from (N, HN ) can be embedded into R3), and assign them to the
appropriate nodes in the graph. An edge between two nodes induces a constraint
that the two assigned peaks must share coordinates across certain dimensions.
In the next subsection, we describe different kinds of measurements one can per-
form to couple different pairs or triplets, giving rise to peaks in 2- or 3-dimensional
spectra that facilitate the assignment procedure. Readers unfamiliar with the
chemistry involved may skip the rest of the next subsection, and read Section 2
where we elucidate the general philosophy of how these spectra can be used in
graph theoretic notions.
1.2 Typical spectra used for assignment
In this section we detail three basic experiments which are commonly used for
backbone assignment of small proteins (<150 residues). As we shall see, these
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three sets of experiments can provide an assignment of the peaks. They give rise
to the three types of spectra detailed below.
HSQC The heteronuclear single quantum coherence experiment [10] involves a
transfer of magnetization between the base amide proton, HN , and the nitrogen
N and back, as illustrated in Figure 3. With the exception of proline, all basic
amino acids feature this amide pair, such that a distinct peak can be expected for
most residues, leading to the use of HSQC as a fingerprinting experiment.
HNCACB This experiment involves magnetization transfer from Hα and Hβ to
Cα and Cβ , respectively, and then from Cβ to Cα and finally to N and to HN
of the same or subsequent residue, as illustrated in Figure 3, and described in
[18]. The polarities of the Cα and Cβ peaks are opposite, which allows these
to be distinguished. Importantly, note that Cα and Cβ peaks are observed with
the same root N –HN pair. This means there should be four peaks in HNCACB
spectra, having the same frequency in the N and HN dimension. This allows for
sequential walking (Section 1.2.1), the process of matching residues with their
neighbors through matching carbon frequencies.
HN(CO)CACB The last of the experimental toolset for backbone assignment of
medium-size proteins also gives rise to Cα and Cβ peaks [17], as illustrated in
Figure 3. Magnetization transfer happens from Hα and Hβ to Cα and Cβ , onto
CO' and finally the base amide pair. Chemical shifts are evolved only on Cα and
Cβ before detection, so no CO' peaks are observed.
1.2.1 Basic assignment procedure
Given this set of experiments, a greedy way of assignment (Figure 4) is summarized
in this section. This procedure forms the backbone of many assignment algorithms.
It is as follows:
(1) HSQC is used as a fingerprint experiment due to high sensitivity and resolution,
allowing for accurate determination of base N –HN pairs. As we can see in
Figure 4, peaks in HNCACB and HN(CO)CACB can be grouped according
to frequency in the N and HN . Therefore, peaks in HSQC are matched with
peaks in HNCACB and HN(CO)CACB spectra which satisfy tolerance bounds
(typically 0.02 - 0.03 ppm for hydrogen and 0.20 - 0.30 ppm for nitrogen).
(2) After grouping the peaks in HNCACB and HN(CO)CACB, within the same N –
HN grouping, the peaks are further correlated and disambiguated using phase
information, allowing for the assembly of spin systems. Firstly, HN(CO)CACB
tells which of the four peaks in HNCACB comes from the carbons of previous
residue, while the +/- sign in HNCACB distinguishes Cα from Cβ .
(3) After steps (1) and (2), peaks from HSQC, HN(CO)CACB, HNCACB are
combined, resulting in groups of peaks where each group has four peaks. Each
group is called a spin system. We re-emphasize that the peaks within the same
spin system have the same N and HN frequency, but the frequency along the
carbon axis differs. There should be as many spin systems as the number of
residues (with a few exceptions), since each residue has exactly one pair of
N –HN .
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Fig. 3 Illustration of three heteronuclear spectra for backbone assignment. HSQC is used
as a fingerprinting experiment. Peaks in HNCACB and HN(CO)CACB develop off the N –
HN plane, along the carbon dimension. Polarity differences of antiphase peaks in HNCACB
disambiguate Cα from Cβ , and HN(CO)CACB further disambiguates intra- from inter-residue
atoms.
(4) Now we want to associate the spin systems to the residues in the protein. As
depicted in Figure 4, if two spin systems come from two adjacent residues, they
share two peaks with the same carbon chemical shifts. This gives a criteria to
create fragments through sequential walking along the Cα and Cβ chains. Now
the fragments should come from a certain segment of residues in the protein
chain. This is done via statistical typing, which compares the measured chemical
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shifts of atoms in the identified fragments with the expected chemical shift of
the residues collected in a public database such as BMRB [28]. The fragments
are placed optimally according to that prior.
We remark that that the widespread availability of NMR data collected in
databases such as BMRB is fundamental in assignment. The distributions of chem-
ical shifts in different amino acid types is not the same, due to the unique environ-
ment induced by the different chemical structures. Certain amino acids (alanine,
glycine, isoleucine, leucine, proline, serine, threonine, and valine) present particu-
larly distinct signatures. We also note, however, that the local chemical environ-
ment can shift the resonance frequencies of certain atoms, even if they belong to
the same residue type. In fact, local chemical shifts can be used as predictors for
the chemical shift of a specific atom (see, e.g., [32]), which means that sophisti-
cated probabilistic descriptions of the resonance frequencies may be necessary for
certain proteins, or that an iterative process taking into account the primary and
secondary structure of the protein should be employed.
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Fig. 4 Sketch of backbone assignment procedure through heteronuclear NMR. (1) HSQC
peaks are used as fingerprints and linked to matching peaks in HN(CO)CACB and HNCACB
spectra. (2) The carbon dimension in HNCACB and HN(CO)CACB is used along with phase
information to identify specific atom frequencies. (3) Spin systems are created from these
fragments, each containing carbon frequencies for two adjacent residues. (4) Spin systems are
ordered into fragments (based on matching carbon frequencies) and placed in their correct
position through statistical typing (using prior information from a public database of chemical
shift statistics).
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1.2.2 Challenges in sequential assignment
As described above, accurate assignment relies on the correct identification of
peaks in NMR experiments, and their assembly into consistent spin systems that
can be sequentially assigned.
In practice, as the quality of NMR spectra deteriorates, some peaks will over-
lap, and others cannot be detected at all, due to peak broadening and lower SNR.
Artifacts included in automatically selected peak lists further hamper sequential
assignment. Even with a decent set of spin systems, sequential assignment itself is
not as simple as solving a one-dimensional puzzle, as experimental noise, erroneous
spin systems, overlapping chemical shifts, and missing spin systems introduce am-
biguity to the process.
1.3 Our contributions
The contribution of the paper is two-fold:
1. We formulate the spectral assignment problem as a constraint satisfaction prob-
lem, with cost being defined on a graph G = (V,E):
min
{zi}i∈V⊂{0,1}m
∑
(i,j)∈E
fij(zi, zj), s.t. linear constraints on z1, . . . , z|V |. (1)
Here zi’s are indicator vectors associated with nodes V .
2. In general, this type of problem is hard to solve, unless G is tree-like. However,
the adjacency matrix of graph G in the assignment problem forms a band
matrix, which allows us to reformulate (1) as a problem on a path graph,
by clustering the nodes in G. Such a reformulation allows (1) to be solved
either via dynamic programming or linear programming (LP), depending on
the structure of the constraints.
1.4 Organization
In Section 2, we formulate the assignment problem as a constraint satisfaction
problem over discrete domain. In Section 3, we present a few versions of LPs
to solve the constraint satisfaction problem. In Section 4, we demonstrate the
performance of our algorithm in simulated and experimental datasets. However,
we begin by surveying a few works that are most relevant to the proposed method.
1.5 Prior work
As early as 2004, a detailed review identified twelve important works on automated
NMR assignment [7]. A more recent protocol overview [19] cited 44 works on auto-
mated chemical shift assignment, which is still not a complete list. Nearly all of the
works cited leveraged a similar pipeline of: (1) registering peaks across different
dimensions, (2) spin system construction, (3) fragment building through sequen-
tial walking, and finally (4) mapping of fragments through probabilistic typing,
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where a variety of different techniques have been explored, including exhaustive
search [21], best-fit heuristics [33], simulated annealing/monte carlo [15], [23], [25],
and genetic algorithms [8], [31], [29]. Among these, only a small subset has seen
extensive use reported on the protein data bank (PDB, [9]) including AutoAssign
[33], CYANA [20], GARANT [8], and PINE [4]. This highlights how automated
assignment techniques have not yet managed to achieve widespread adoption.
The development of new automated assignment tools is challenging on a tech-
nical level, but there are additional barriers that must be mitigated. Namely, it
is currently challenging to fairly compare assignment algorithms, due to discrep-
ancies in input formats, simulation assumptions, and the lack of reproducibility
standards or benchmarking datasets. Many state-of-the-art tools, such as CYANA
[20] (or FLYA, [27], which is available as part of the CYANA package) lie behind
a pay wall. Benchmark datasets are rarely open sourced, such that reliable com-
parisons can only be made through simulations. Since simulation code is rarely
open sourced, comparisons require replicating the simulation frameworks adopted
in other works, which is time consuming and error prone.
In [30], the authors attempted to rectify this by introducing a standardized
simulated test suite of spin systems, produced according to empirically accepted
experimental noise margins. The authors tested their algorithm against three other
assignment tools: an iterative, connectivity-based approach called PACES [13], the
random-graph theoretic approach RANDOM [5], and MARS [24], yet another it-
erative, connectivity-based method using random permutations to progressively
nudge assignments into better ones. An integer programming approach called
IPASS [2] later tested on this same experimental suite. We include comparisons
on this same test suite for our algorithm.
Out of all automated assignment methodologies, our approach shares the most
similarities with IPASS and FLYA. These are all algorithms that adopt a global op-
timization view of the assignment problem, rather than optimizing locally through
fragment building. We describe them briefly below.
IPASS: This algorithm begins with a graph-based procedure to build spin systems
from peak lists of HSQC, HNCACB, and HN(CO)CACB spectra [2]. Distances
between peaks are calculated based on the chemical shifts of carbon, nitrogen,
and hydrogen atoms, with any distances smaller than twice the nearest-neighbor
distance converting into an edge. Spin systems are obtained through brute-force
search of consistent Cα and Cβ values. A connectivity graph is established by
creating edges between any two spin systems where the Cα and Cβ connections
satisfy a loose threshold of δ = 0.5ppm, and a heuristic connectivity score is com-
puted for each edge, with edges scoring below a threshold score trimmed from
the graph. Finally, all combinations of fragments where no spin system appears
in more than one fragment and no fragments overlap are enumerated. An integer
linear program is then solved for each such combination to compute an assign-
ment that best agrees with a probabilistic prior on the frequencies of each protein
residue.
FLYA: Unlike IPASS, FLYA attempts to optimize a global score directly from
peak lists, without the intermediate steps of spin system construction or fragment
building [27], with state-of-the-art results. Given a set of measured peak lists,
FLYA compares it directly to a hypothetical set of peak lists which one would
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expect to observe given the NMR experiments that were carried out. Expected
peaks are matched to measured peaks with the goal of maximizing the global
score, and chemical shift values are inferred from this matching. The score is
based on a likelihood computed from a generative model assumed to produce the
experimental data (we refer the reader to [27] for details). The optimization process
itself is a combination of heuristic local optimizations (which remap local regions
of the assignment) and a genetic algorithm, which probabilistically recombines and
mixes existing assignments from generation to generation.
1.5.1 A note on generative assumptions
While probabilistic assumptions are commonly made across automated assignment
tools, they do not always coincide. In particular, CISA [30] and, by extension,
IPASS [2] generate simulated data by adding white noise chemical shifts at the
spin system level. FLYA, on the other hand, assumes truncated Gaussian noise
on measured peaks to ensure valid assignments are possible under their evalua-
tion framework [27]. As a result, great care is required when comparing different
algorithms.
2 Spectral assignment problem as constraint satisfaction problem
In this section, we formulate the spectral assignment problem as a constraint satis-
faction problem on a graph, where the goal is to determine a set of expected reso-
nance peaks q1, . . . , qm1 ∈ R3, from an ensemble of experimentally measured peaks
p1, . . . , pm2 ∈ R3. Each qi is the frequencies for the coupled triplets associated on
each node in Figure 2. One can consider the list of peaks P :=
[
p1, . . . pm2
] ∈
R3×m2 returned from experiment as a shuffled list of q1, . . . , qm1 . In the following,
we assume m2 ≥ m1, which implies the set of expected resonance peaks is a subset
of the set of measured resonance peaks (this is common in practice due to the ex-
istence of artifact peaks). This assumption is made to simplify the exposition and
is not crucial to the development of the algorithm. The discussion above indicates
that the experimental peaks p1, . . . , pm2 are related to q1, . . . , qm1 via
qi = Pzi i = 1, . . . ,m1, (2)
where zi ∈ {0, 1}m2 and zTi 1m2 = 1. In other words, zi is an indicator vari-
able that selects the measured peak from P which in turn provides the values for
qi. Therefore determining the indicator variables z1, . . . , zm1 is called the spec-
tral assignment problem. When a peak qi gets assigned a value from one of the
p1, . . . , pm2 , the three atoms that generate peak qi get assigned with resonance
frequencies.
In order to determine the indicator variables zi, i = 1, . . . ,m1, we solve a
constraint satisfaction type problem on the graph defined in Figure 2. Each edge
(i, j) is associated with a penalty
Lij(B
T
ijqi, B
T
ijqj), (3)
where eachBij ∈
{[
1 0 0
]T
,
[
0 1 0
]T
,
[
0 0 1
]T
,
[
1 1 0
]T
,
[
0 1 1
]T
,
[
1 0 1
]T}
, and
Lij is some loss function. In words, we want to penalize the difference of certain
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zj
zi
Lij([1,1,0]Pzi, [1,1,0]Pzj)
Li(Pzi)
Fig. 5 Definition of cost for the assignment problem depicted in Figure 2. On each edge (i, j)
in G = (V,E), there is a loss function Lij penalizing the difference in peaks’ frequencies, while
on each node a prior term Li is used to encourage the selection of certain peaks from P .
coordinates between qi and qj . Furthermore, each node i is associated with a reg-
ularization Li : R3 → R that is used to impose some prior beliefs on qi. Therefore
determining the indicator variables z1, . . . , zm1 can be done via solving
min
{zi}m1i=1
∑
(i,j)∈E
Lij(B
T
ijPzi, B
T
ijPzj) +
m1∑
i=1
Li(Pzi) (4)
s.t. zi ∈ {0, 1}m2 , zTi 1m2 = 1 ∀i,
m1∑
i=1
zi ≤ 1m2 , (5)
an inference problem on a graphical model defined by G = (V,E). The last con-
straint prevents selecting more than one measured peak from P for each qi. We
illustrate this construction in Figure 5.
We now turn to a reformulation of (4) that is closer in spirit to the most com-
mon assignment procedure outlined in Section 1.2.1. Suppose there are n residues
in the protein. Based on the types of coupling detailed in Section 1.2, graph G
in fact takes the form in Figure 6, which is a path graph after an appropriate
clustering of the nodes into subgraphs G1, . . . , Gn. Again, an edge implies the
presence of a cost function associated with the pair of nodes. By clustering the
nodes according to subgraphs G1, . . . , Gn, where each Gk has c nodes, we have
min
{yk}ni=1
n−1∑
k=1
Tr(Wk,k+1yk+1y
T
k ) (6)
s.t. yk ∈ {0, 1}m
c
2 , yTk 1mc2 = 1, k = 1, . . . , n.
A(y1, . . . , yn) ≤ 1m2 (7)
When grouping all the c zj ’s associated with subgraph Gk, we obtain a variable
yk which specified a choice for all the c zj ’s associated with subgraph Gk. Each
yk ∈ {0, 1}mc2 , since this captures all the possibilities for the c zj ’s in Gk. Once
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Gk−1 Gk Gk+1
zi
zj
yk
Fig. 6 Redefining the variables z1, . . . , zm1 in (4) as y1, . . . , yn in (6) according to subgraph
G1,. . . ,Gn. Grouping the nodes according to the dotted box induces a path graph.
we group the variables, as depicted in Figure 6, there are only cost functions
defined between the adjacent yk, yk+1, k = 1, . . . , n − 1. The linear constraint
A(y1, . . . , yn) ≤ 1m2 captures (5).
2.1 Outline of proposed method for solving (6)
Without constraint (7), the optimization problem (6) has cost defined on a path
graph (since only yk and yk+1, k = 1, . . . , n−1 are coupled via some cost functions).
This type of optimization problem can be solved using dynamic programming
[6], and has a complexity of O(nm2c2 ). More precisely, in order to get a dynamic
programming problem, we turn to the construction of a new weighted graph G =
(V, E) in Figure 7 with nmc2 + 2 nodes. There are n + 2 layers, where each layer
consists of mc2 nodes (except the first and last layer), and within each layer there
are no edges. Edges are formed between two adjacent layers of nodes with weights
defined by {Wk,k+1}n−1k=1 , where each Wk,k+1 ∈ Rm
c
2×mc2 . There are two extra
nodes in addition to the nmc2 nodes, denoted as the “start” and “end” nodes.
They are connected to the first and last groups of the nmc2 nodes as depicted in
Figure 7. The minimization problem in (6) without constraint (7) thus becomes
a problem of tracing the shortest path from the start node to the end node, as
depicted in Figure 7. While this problem can be solved efficiently using dynamic
programming, such an approach is not possible due to constraint (7). Therefore,
in the next section, we turn to a linear programming formulation of the shortest
path problem, where (7) can be easily addressed.
3 Methodology
In this section, we describe how we construct an assignment graph G = (V, E)
(different from G = (V,E) in (1) or (4)) on which we efficiently solve (6), a con-
strained shortest path problem whose solution yields a valid (and an approximate
maximum a posteriori) assignment. We divide this section into two parts: (1)
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Wk−1,k Wk,k+1
Start End
 nodesmc2
-th layerk -th layer(k + 1)-th layer(k − 1)
Fig. 7 Illustration of finding a solution to (6) by solving a shortest path problem. Here, the
shortest path is indicated in blue by dotted line that traverses from the “start” to the “end”
node. Each set of nodes, e.g. nodes in the box, depicts all possible choices for each yi in (6).
defining the structure of the assignment graph (Section 3.1), and (2) solving the
constrained shortest path problem (Section 3.2).
3.1 Building the assignment graph
The assignment graph G is a directed graph with n+2 layers, where n is the known
number of residues in the protein. This is illustrated in Figure 7, where a layer is
a group of nodes, for example those in the red dotted box. The construction of the
graph proceeds in three steps:
1. Initial peak groupings: We first enumerate groups of measured peaks whose
frequencies are internally consistent. More precisely, we partition the variables
z1, . . . , zm1 in (4) associated with nodes of G, by partitioning G into n sub-
graphs G1, . . . , Gn (corresponding to n residues) as in Figure 6, and for each
part we enumerate all the possible choice of assignments. For example, if each
Gk has c number of zi’s associated with it, and each zi has m2 choices, then
there are at most mc2 choices for all the variables in Gk. This is too large in gen-
eral, therefore we pick the possible values for all zi, zj associated with Gk such
that Lij(B
T
ijPzi, B
T
ijPzj) is smaller than some threshold, for all i, j ∈ Gk. The
possible values of c zi’s within each part essentially corresponds to a choice of
c peaks from p1, . . . , pm2 . Therefore this is called the peak grouping procedure.
We assume there are g choices for the variables in each Gk, which give g nodes
in the k-th layer of the assignment graph.
2. Creating the graph nodes: A possible combination of peaks in P , that can
be assigned to the nodes in Gk, forms a node in a k-layer of G. Again, cor-
responding to each layer (i.e. each residue), there are g nodes. To further cut
down the number of nodes, for each residue we enumerate the peak groupings
that are sufficiently consistent with each residue, as determined by the differ-
ence between the frequencies in the peak grouping and a prior, which is derived
from chemical shift statistics for each residue type stored in BMRB [28]. This
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step associates a cost related to the log-likelihood of the assignment under the
prior for each node. For the k-th residue, such a cost basically comes from
Li(Pzi), i ∈ Gk in (4). After this step, the k-th layer is left with gk nodes.
3. Creating the graph edges: Edges between two layers are added to the graph
between any two nodes which have sufficiently consistent frequency assign-
ments for the same atoms. Each edge contributes a cost commensurate with the
relevant level of consistency. Such a cost comes from Lij(Bij
TPzi, B
T
ijPzj), i ∈
Gk, j ∈ Gk+1 in (4).
We describe each of these steps in greater detail below.
3.1.1 Initial peak groupings
As explained in Section 2, our experimental data consists of a list of peaks, P :=
[p1, . . . , pm], where each pi ∈ R3 corresponds to a set of atom frequencies. In order
to form nodes from this list of peaks, we group them in groups that are internally
consistent, i.e., groups of peaks which assign approximately the same frequency to
the same atom.
As mentioned previously, a protein consists of n residues that have repeated
sets of atoms. The k-th residue rk contains atoms Nk, H
N
k , C
α
k , C
β
k . In subgraphGk,
the nodes come from residues rk and rk+1 with triplets forming by Nk, H
N
k , C
α
k ,
Cβk , C
α
k+1, C
β
k+1. When considering an NMR dataset with three spectra, HSQC,
HNCACB, and HN(CO)CACB, we expect Gk to contain seven nodes, coming
from the fact that there are seven triplet interactions all involving the same Nk
and HNk . Therefore, each Gk contributes to seven peaks in the three spectra.
Some of these peaks will also share Cαk and C
β
k frequencies. This is illustrated
in Figure 3, where all seven peaks have consistent frequency values in N –HN
plane (and there are two peaks agreeing along the C dimension). This allows us
to guess valid peak groupings associated with Gk. To this end, we make use of
an enumeration procedure (described in Appendix A) to enumerate all consistent
peak groupings, which are defined as groupings of seven peaks (or more, depending
on the experiment set) where the frequencies associated with certain atoms do not
differ by more than an experimentally-accepted threshold. We describe it more
concisely here in the context of our example:
1. Select a reference spectrum (often called a fingerprint spectrum). This is typi-
cally a spectrum from an experiment such as HSQC, which contains the peaks
generated from the pairs (Nk,H
N
k ) as these spectra have higher sensitivity than
other experiments and are therefore less likely to be missing peaks. In principle,
there should be n peaks in this spectra.
2. For each HSQC peak, enumerate all peaks in other spectra which are consistent
with peaks in the fingerprint spectrum along the N –HN dimensions, within
appropriate experimental thresholds (δ1, δ2).
3. Among all consistent peaks, identify all subsets which are consistent (within
experimental threshold δ3) along the corresponding C dimension.
Spin systems: On some occasions, NMR practitioners perform this grouping proce-
dure manually (or in a human-in-the-loop, computer-guided fashion). The group-
ings of measured peaks are then summarized in the form of spin systems, by
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averaging the frequencies assigned to each atom, thus producing a simple vector
of ”consensus” atom frequencies. As a result, data is sometimes summarized in
the spin system format rather as peak lists, and we can skip the grouping step
described in this section. However, we note that this leads to some information
loss, as we lose information related to the level of agreement between frequencies
assigned to the same atom by different peaks.
3.1.2 Creating the graph nodes
Nodes in the assignment graph are subdivided into n + 2 layers, one for each of
the n residues in the protein, and additional start and end layers to simplify the
formulation of the problem. There are three broad classes of nodes:
1. Start and End nodes: The first layer and the n + 2-th layer consist of a
single node, used for convenience. These nodes help define the start and end
position of the shortest path we seek to find.
2. Dummy nodes: There is one such node for each of the n inner layers, and
their function is to ensure the shortest path problem is feasible. There is a
path from every node in layer k − 1 to the dummy node of layer k, and from
this dummy node to every node in layer k + 1. If included in the final path,
no frequencies will be assigned to the atoms in residue k, such that this node
is equivalent to a null assignment for residue k, and incurs a high associated
cost.
3. Regular nodes: All other nodes in the graph represent a grouping of measured
peaks, as defined in Section 3.1.1, which is consistent with the given residue.
In sum, there is exactly one start and one end node, and there are exactly n
dummy nodes, one for each residue of the protein. However, given g valid peak
groupings (as defined in Section 3.1.1) we create gk ≤ g nodes in each layer. This
is because any peak groupings which are not consistent with the prior on the atom
frequencies for a given residue are not instantiated, in order to reduce the overall
size of the graph. We formalize the process for eliminating nodes below, upon
introducing the edge cost definitions.
3.1.3 Creating the graph edges
After creating all n + 2 node layers, we connect nodes between each layer and
the subsequent layer. The edge creation step is most important because it is also
where we define the costs associated with each edge. In sum, we want this cost to
represent some notion of probabilistic agreement between our assumed generative
model for the data and our set of observations.
Generative model: In Figure 2, atom a1 is shared by two nodes in graph G. That
means two peaks observed in the spectra are associated with a1. We want to model
the probability distribution of the observed peaks associated with an atom in com-
mon. Many probabilistic cost functions would be reasonable, but for the purposes
of this paper we assume that the prior on each atom’s frequency is Gaussian, and
that the experimental noise is also Gaussian (with mean 0). This is depicted in
Figure 8 for an atom, a, for which we have oa distinct observations of its frequency,
{xa1 , . . . , xaoa}. This implies that this atom is associated with oa peaks (or in other
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xa1
N σ1
. . .
N σ...
xaoa
N σoa
µ
N
µa σa
Fig. 8 Generative model for an atom observed by oa peaks. A Gaussian prior for the frequency
of each atom, a, is assumed, with parameters µa and σa derived from chemical shift statistics
deposited in BMRB [28]. The observed frequencies {xa1 , . . . , xaoa} of each atom are also assumed
to be normally distributed, centered around the latent frequency of the atom and with (assumed
known) experimental variance σ1, . . . , σoa .
words associated with oa nodes in graph G in Figure 2). Such a generative model
prescribes a graphical model on graph G. Solving (4) amounts to performing infer-
ence on zi’s under such a probabilistic model. This generative model is consistent
with much of the automated assignment literature (see, e.g. [30]) with the notable
exception of FLYA, which assumes the experimental noise is a truncated Gaussian,
in order to guarantee feasible assignments under its definition of a valid assignment
[27].
Under this model, we define the score associated with each atom as
Definition 1 (Atom cost) The cost associated with atom a, with a normally dis-
tributed prior N (µa, σa), and oa observations {xal }oal=1 defined by the peak grouping,
also assumed to be normally distributed around the true frequency, µ, according to
N (µ, σl) is defined as
cost (a, {xal }oal=1) , − logEµ∼N (µa,σa)
[
oa∏
l=1
f(xal | µ, σl)
]
. (8)
where f(· | u, v) is the Gaussian density with mean u and standard deviation
v. This expectation works out to a simple expression involving the observations,
experimental noise parameters, and the parameters of the prior distribution, as
explained in Appendix A.
Now, recall that if we select an edge between two nodes, node i in layer k,
and node j in layer k + 1 in Figure 7, to be included in our path, we are indeed
assigning observed peaks to the nodes in Gk and Gk+1. This implies that all the
atoms involved in establishing the nodes (recall that each node is associated with
a triplet or a pair of atoms) are assigned a frequency valued obtained from the
observed peaks. Then the generative model in Definition 1 determines how likely
these frequency assignments are under the assumed generative model, which will,
in turn, help determine the likelihood of an edge (i, j) in Figure 7.
This provides a cost for selecting edge between the k-th and (k + 1)-th layers.
Let rk+1 be the set of backbone atoms associated with residue k + 1. The peak
groupings in the two nodes connected by edge (i, j) in G = (V, E) imply the
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assignment of a set of observations {xal }oal=1 for each atom in the set of backbone
atoms rk+1. Since only nodes in layers k and k + 1 include observations for the
atoms in rk+1, we define the cost of the edge as follows:
Definition 2 (Edge cost) Each edge between node i in layer k and node j in
layer k + 1 in in G = (V, E) assigned frequencies {xal }oal=1 to each atom a ∈ rk+1.
The edge cost is then defined as
edge cost (rk+1, i, j) ,
∑
a∈rk+1
cost (a, {xal }oal=1) . (9)
As such, each edge between layers k and k+ 1 incorporates the cost associated
with all observations on the atoms in residue k+ 1 induced by the peak groupings
in the relevant nodes.
3.1.4 Statistical Typing
In order to further manage the size of the assignment graph, edge whose associated
cost is too large (representing an extremely unlikely assignment) can be discarded
at this stage. These are typically edges between nodes whose induced frequencies
disagree strongly with the prior distributions for a residue’s atoms. Details about
how we set the threshold for inclusion can be found in Appendix C.
3.2 Finding a shortest path in a directed graph
Having constructed the assignment graph, we formulate the assignment problem
as one of finding a shortest path in a directed graph, G = (V, E), subject to some
utilization constraints. The cost of any path from the start to the end node is equal
to the expected negative log-likelihood of the assignment induced by the that path.
As a result, finding the shortest path in this graph amounts of finding the path of
greatest expected log-likelihood. We highlight that alternative formulations of the
cost are also possible (such as, for example, directly maximizing the log-likelihood,
rather than the expected likelihood). However, the formulation presented here is
computationally straightforward to implement, allowing us to quickly build large
graphs.
While an unconstrained shortest path problem is straightforward to solve
through dynamic programming, our problem is not unconstrained, due to the
fact that each observed datum (i.e. a measured peak) can only be utilized once in
a valid assignment. This practical limitation can be concisely written as a linear
constraint, which fits into the constraint satisfaction framework we describe in
Section 2.
In particular, recall that we had defined the assignment problem (6), where
yk ∈ {0, 1}mc2 is a unit vector selecting a group of peaks for Gk. After reducing the
possible choices, we actually redefine our yk variables into yk ∈ {0, 1}gk , assuming
gk valid combinations for layer k. We can further define
Xk,k+1 , ykyTk+1 ∈ {0, 1}gk×gk+1 , 1TgkXk,k+11gk+1 = 1 (10)
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as a selection matrix, where Xk,k+1(i, j) = 1 implies that node i is selected in layer
k and node j is selected in layer k + 1. Under this simple redefinition, Wk,k+1 ∈
Rgk×gk+1 can also be easily understood as the matrix of edge costs between layers
k and k + 1. That is
Wk,k+1(i, j) , edge cost(i, j) (11)
where edge cost(i, j) is the cost associated with the edge between node i in layer
k and node j in layer k + 1. Also note that we need not worry about layers 0 and
n + 1 to express the linear programming formulation of the problem, since there
is a single node in these two layers.
Finally, we can formulate the NMR assignment problem in terms of these new
variables:
Problem 1 (NMR assignment)
min
{Xk,k+1}nk=0
n∑
k=1
Tr(WTk,k+1Xk,k+1) (12)
s.t. Xk,k+1 ∈ {0, 1}gk×gk+1 , 1TgkXk,k+11gk+1 = 1, k = 1, . . . , n
XTk−1,k1gk−1 = Xk,k+11gk+1 , k = 1, . . . , n
A(X1,21g2 , . . . , Xn,n+11gn+1) ≤ 1m2 (13)
Note the following details: A path constraint is included in the formulation,
enforcing that the end node selected using Xk−1,k must coincide with the start
node selected using Xk,k+1. Compare to (6), the summation in the cost of (1)
goes from k = 0 to k = n, which takes into account of the extra “start” and “end”
node, and g0 = gn+1 = 1.
The problem as formulated above is equivalent to a constrained shortest path
problem, and is NP-hard [1]. For small enough problems, integer linear program-
ming (ILP) solvers such as Gurobi [22] can successfully solve the problem with
short runtimes. In our experience, this is feasible whenever the input consists of a
high quality set of nodes in each layer of G. However, for larger problems we can
instead make use of linear programming relaxations of Problem 1, which can often
find integer solutions (in which case the solution coincides with the solution for
Problem 1) or partial-integer solutions (from which a good assignment can then
be obtained by solving a much smaller ILP problem on the subgraph induced by
the partially integer solution). We make use of the following relaxation:
Problem 2 (NMR assignment, LP Relaxation)
min
{Xk,k+1}nk=0
n∑
k=0
Tr(WTk,k+1Xk,k+1) (14)
s.t. Xk,k+1 ≥ 0, Xk,k+1 ≤ 1, k = 1, . . . , n
1TgkXk,k+11gk+1 = 1, k = 1, . . . , n
XTk−1,k1gk−1 = Xk,k+11gk+1 , k = 1, . . . , n
A(X1,21g2 , . . . , Xn,n+11gn+1) ≤ 1m2 (15)
This follows from relaxing the original (matrix-integer) variables Xk,k+1 to their
convex hull, where Xk,k+1 ∈ [0, 1]gk×gk+1 and 1TgkXk,k+11gk+1 = 1. Solving this
problem typically results in a partially integer solution, which induces a much
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smaller subgraph of the original assignment graph. We then solve Problem 1 on
that induced subgraph.
We note that the utilization constraint (15) can sometimes be too strict as
there are often peaks which are overlapping, resulting less peaks than expected.
As a result, strictly preventing data from being re-utilized can hurt, rather than
help, the solution. To address this issue, we also consider an alternative relaxation,
as follows:
Problem 3 (NMR assignment, LP-R2 Relaxation)
min
{Xk,k+1}nk=0
n∑
k=0
Tr(WTk,k+1Xk,k+1) + λ1
T
m2 (16)
s.t. Xk,k+1 ≥ 0, Xk,k+1 ≤ 1, k = 1, . . . , n
1TgkXk,k+11gk+1 = 1, k = 1, . . . , n
XTk−1,k1gk−1 = Xk,k+11gk+1 , k = 1, . . . , n
A(X1,21g2 , . . . , Xn,n+11gn+1)−  = 1m2
 ≥ 0,  ∈ Rm2 (17)
Note that this relaxation penalizes (but allows for) the reutilization of measured
peaks/spin systems at multiple points of the assignment through the use of slack
variable . The reutilization of peaks is penalized in the cost function, with each
reutilization costing λ in added cost. This λ thus becomes a user-set parameter.
Before moving to the results section, an end-to-end description of the full as-
signment procedure is summarized in Figure 9.
4 Results
4.1 Simulated data
4.1.1 CISA
As a first sanity check, we tested our approach (name LP for short) on the entirety
of the benchmark dataset developed by the authors of CISA in [30], as it provides
a useful comparison to many other fully automated algorithms on problems of
small, medium, and large scale. This synthetic dataset is created by generating a
simulated list of spin systems from the ground-truth assignment values recorded
in BMRB [28]. White Gaussian noise is then added to the carbon atoms, with
standard deviations σα = 0.08 ppm, σβ = 0.16 ppm for the C
α and Cβ atoms,
respectively, in the low-noise simulation, and σα = 0.16 ppm, σβ = 0.32 ppm in
the high-noise simulation. For full details on the simulation scenario, we refer the
reader to [30].
We compare the performance of LP to that of 4 different algorithms. Results
for MARS [24] and CISA [30] are both retrieved from the original CISA paper. We
also compare with IPASS [2], although we note that the relevant paper does not
mention adding noise to the spin systems (and, indeed, refers to a ”perfect connec-
tivity” scenario, which suggests that no noise is added). Finally, we also include a
partial comparison with C-SDP [16], which is an earlier semidefinite programming
relaxation approach to the NMR assignment problem which we developed, but
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Fig. 9 Illustration of the full assignment procedure. (a) Possible chemical shift assignments
are determined and enumerated for each residue, creating nodes in a graph. (b) Each node is
statistically typed against its residue’s distribution, and very low likelihood nodes are elimi-
nated. (c) Edges are placed between nodes i, j in adjacent layers, k and k + 1 with weight
equal to the posterior log-likelihood of the respective assignment. Empty nodes are added to
each residue and connected to every node in the preceding and succeeding layers with edge
weights equal to the threshold. (d) A longest path is found between the start and end nodes,
subject to any additional constraints (e.g. that spin systems cannot be used more than once).
which does not scale to larger proteins. The results for LP were obtained by solv-
ing Problem 2, which typically produces a partially integer solution. This partially
integer solution induces a (much) smaller subgraph on which we solve the original
ILP problem. Each row is averaged over 100 simulations.
The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, for the two distinct noise levels
considered in [30]. We evaluate the results by calculating the precision and recall
of the assignment algorithm. Let massigned be the number of assigned residues
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(i.e. non-dummy nodes in the path), mcorrect be the number of correctly assigned
residues, and massignable be the number of assignable residues (i.e. residues which
have a ground-truth assignment). Then
precision , mcorrect/massigned
recall , mcorrect/massignable.
Table 1 Accuracy of assignment (precision/recall) of various algorithms and LP on synthetic
spin systems with noise level (σα, σβ) = (0.08, 0.16). Results for MARS [24] and CISA taken
from Table 2 in [30]. Results for IPASS taken from Table 3 in [2]. Results for C-SDP taken
from Table 1 in [16].
Protein ID Length N1 MARS CISA IPASS C-SDP LP
bmr4391 66 59 91/97 97/97 93/90 99/99 90/90
bmr4752 68 66 98/97 96/94 100/94 100/100 100/100
bmr4144 78 68 100/97 100/99 98/85 100/100 99/96
bmr4579 86 83 97/91 98/98 100/98 100/100 100/99
bmr4316 89 85 97/96 100/99 99/98 99/99 100/100
bmr4288 105 94 97/95 98/98 100/98 99/99
bmr4929 114 110 99/97 93/91 100/100 100/98
bmr4302 115 107 95/92 96/95 100/99 100/99
bmr4670 120 102 94/88 96/95 98/97 99/99
bmr4353 126 98 91/85 96/95 99/93 95/95
bmr4207 158 148 96/93 100/99 100/97 99/99
bmr4318 215 191 88/81 87/84 100/98 98/98
1 Number of assignable spin systems in the BMRB data.
Table 2 Accuracy of assignment (precision/recall) of various algorithms and LP on synthetic
spin systems with noise level (σα, σβ) = (0.16, 0.32). Results for MARS [24] and CISA taken
from Table 2 in [30]. Results for IPASS taken from Table 3 in [2]. Results for C-SDP taken
from Table 2 in [16].
Protein ID Length N1 MARS CISA IPASS C-SDP LP
bmr4391 66 59 86/85 91/91 93/90 100/100 86/86
bmr4752 68 66 91/90 90/88 100/94 99/99 100/100
bmr4144 78 68 100/97 100/99 98/85 96/96 96/94
bmr4579 86 83 79/75 80/80 100/98 100/100 100/99
bmr4316 89 85 95/92 83/83 99/98 98/98 99/99
bmr4288 105 94 95/93 91/91 100/98 99/99
bmr4929 114 110 99/97 96/94 100/100 100/98
bmr4302 115 107 82/80 91/91 100/99 99/99
bmr4670 120 102 83/81 88/87 98/97 98/97
bmr4353 126 98 83/80 90/90 99/93 95/95
bmr4207 158 148 82/81 88/85 100/97 99/99
bmr4318 215 191 84/75 74/70 100/98 98/98
1 Number of assignable spin systems in the BMRB data.
It can be seen that the LP approach achieves an assignment performance that
generally exceeds that of both CISA and IPASS, particularly on recall (with the
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aforementioned caveat about the IPASS results, which may be overestimated by
virtue of not including random noise). In particular, LP performs strongly on
bmr4353, which is particularly challenging due to the large number of prolines (for
which N –HN interactions are not observed at all in the HSQC spectra).
One notable exception is the smallest protein, bmr4391. The reason for the
lower performance on this particular instance appears to be that LP finds an
assignment of significantly higher likelihood than the ground-truth assignment (at
least according to the generative model we selected). In fact, our relaxation-based
algorithm finds the optimal solution to the original ILP, which we can actually
solve directly in this instance. This is a useful reminder that the ground-truth
assignment (often determined manually) may not maximize likelihood under our
probabilistic model.
4.1.2 FLYA simulated framework
The simulated framework describe for the protein SH2 in [27] was used to generate
noisy peak lists, as validation of the peak list graph model described in 3.1. In par-
ticular, artificial peak lists were generated for HSQC, HN(CO)CACB, HNCACB,
HNCO, HN(CO)CA, HN(CA)CO, and HNCA spectra at the positions specified by
the reference chemical shifts as listed in the corresponding BMRB entry [28]. The
measured frequencies for each peak were then randomly shifted by adding white
Gaussian noise, with standard deviations of 0.4/4 ppm for C and N atoms, and
0.03/4 ppm for HN atoms. Deviations that exceeded 0.4 ppm (for C and N atoms)
or 0.04 ppm (for HN atoms) were discarded, as per the simulation description in
[27]. This is a best-effort approach at replicating the exact simulation framework
in that paper.
The node enumerator described in Appendix A was used with only the 4 largest
maximal cliques for each connected component considered as a node. The results
are summarized in Table 3, where we can see that LP appears to deliver comparable
performance to FLYA. Three scores are presented for the LP approach: low, high,
and average. These correspond to the % correctness in the assignments over a set
of 20 simulations (lowest, highest, and average % correctness, respectively).
Table 3 Percentage of correct atom assignments for LP and FLYA on simulated SH2 peak
list datasets.
Protein ID Length FLYA LP low LP high LP average
SH2 114 97.2% 94.5% 97.5% 95.4%
4.2 Experimental data
To validate the performance of LP on experimental data, we make use of the
experimental dataset used by the authors of IPASS in [2]. This is a challenging
dataset, as there are several missing spin systems. We also note that some of the
spin systems that were manually assigned are significantly distinct from the prior
(this could be a legitimate biological phenomenon, as shielding effects resulting
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from specific foldings of the protein shift the resonance frequencies of atoms).
The relaxation LP-R2 (Problem 3) was used throughout, with λ = 5. Results are
summarized in Table 4.
Table 4 Accuracy of assignment on four distinct spin system datasets provided by the authors
of IPASS. Results for other algorithms were obtained from [2].
Protein Length Manual1 Spins2* MARS IPASS C-SDP LP
TM1112 89 83 81/85 55/63 71/72 50/85 74/81
CASKIN 67 54 47/48 23/25 29/39 27/48 36/44
VRAR 72 60 47/47 6/17 30/37 19/47 29/51
HACS1 74 61 48/61 15/16 37/50 19/61 39/53
1 Number of manually assigned residues in the BMRB file.
2 Correct/Total available spin systems - spin systems are considered correct (i.e. not
artifacts) if they were manually assigned by NMR practitioners. These numbers are taken
from [2] although we note that there are meaningful differences between the spin system
values and the chemical shifts available publicly on BMRB, so this should be interpreted as
an upper bound on the number of potentially assignable residues.
We see that LP delivers state-of-the-art performance on this dataset in terms
of recall (although at the expense of lower precision). However, we note that the
precision-recall threshold can be easily tuned by adjusting the threshold score in
the dummy nodes, and that once an assignment is produced, validation of assigned
spin systems can be made more easily by referring to the residue-level likelihood
scores for debugging (which is why higher recall was selected for in our thresholds).
An important observation provided by these experiments is that relaxation
LP-R2 is particularly useful when datasets are of poor quality. In fact, we observe
that the final solution in all these experiments reused several of the spin systems
in multiple positions, which would not have been possible under the standard ILP
formulation. This illustrates the importance of correctly characterizing the quality
of the dataset through appropriate constraints on the problem.
5 Conclusion
This paper introduced a novel formulation of the spectral assignment problem in
NMR as a constraint satisfaction problem. More specifically, we formulate it as a
constrained shortest path problem, for which near-optimal solutions can be found
via linear programming relaxations. This approach has significant advantages over
existing approaches, as it treats spectral assignment as a global optimization prob-
lem, without the need for intermediate steps (such as spin system creation) which
can lead to information loss. Furthermore, the approach is amenable to multiple
probabilistic characterizations and could therefore accommodate complex charac-
terizations of the generative model for the data (such as aminoacid-specific chem-
ical shift correlations), which would simply result in different edge weights for the
assignment graph introduced in Section 3. This approach could also straightfor-
wardly accommodate other interactions often useful for assignment, such as the
existence of hydrogen-hydrogen interactions in NOE spectra, through additional
linear costs in the objective function.
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Testing of our approach with a simplistic generative model on both simulated
and experimental data showed state-of-the-art performance. For synthetic, spin
system data, our methodology’s performance matched or surpassed the best per-
forming algorithms (IPASS, [2] and CISA, [30]), with a notable exception where
our algorithm found a higher likelihood assignment than the reference assignment,
under our probabilistic model. For experimental, spin system data, our methodol-
ogy improved upon state-of-the-art. For the higher dimensional problem of peak
list data, our preliminary studies indicate performance on par with state-of-the-art
algorithm, FLYA.
Our reformulation of the assignment problem permits a more realistic basis for
assessment of complete automated structure determination, including ambiguous
assignment and constraint methods [3].
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A - Grouping Peaks
As we mentioned in Section 3.1.1, grouping consistent peaks together is a crucial step in the
graph creation process for G = (V, E). One would wish the enumeration of valid assignments to
be as thorough as possible. We can effectively enumerate peak groupings to construct nodes in
G by matching measured and expected peaks in a self-consistent way. In particular, we expect
a specific set of peaks due to N –HN from residue k (see Figure 10 for a standard example
with three experiments) where the values of these peaks in R3 along certain dimensions are
consistent. If there are n residues, we should have n sets of such expected peaks. Therefore,
each layer in G = (V, E) in principle should have n nodes, although in practice there are more
nodes due ambiguities.
Expected peaks
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Fig. 10 With three NMR experiments (often HSQC, HNCACB, and HN(CO)CACB) we
generally expect 7 distinct peaks for each base N –HN pair in a residue, k. These peaks must
be consistent - that is, the frequencies assigned to the same atom by two different peaks must
be approximately the same up to some experimental tolerance. In principle, there should be n
sets of such 7 peaks, one for each residue.
The notion of consistency can help significantly simplify the enumeration process (which
would otherwise result in an exponential number of nodes). In order to efficiently enumerate
consistent peak groupings, we do the following. Let S1, . . . ,SL be collections of measured peak
lists corresponding to different heteronuclear experiments, i.e. ∪Ll=1Sl := [p1, . . . , pm2 ]. In the
case of Figure 10, L = 3, as we have peaks from three experiments. Now from these m2
experimental peaks we form all combinations of seven peaks that each consists of one peak
from S1, two peaks from S2, and four peaks from S3 using the following criteria.
– For any pair of pu, pv in a combination of seven peaks,
|pu(1)− pv(1)| ≤ δ1
|pu(2)− pv(2)| ≤ δ2.
This means that the frequencies of the seven peaks in the N –HN dimension have to
coincide up to tolerance δ1, δ2.
– Furthermore, for a combination of seven peaks, let pu, pv be the two peaks in S2. These
peaks should coincide with two of the peaks in S3 (denoted pi, pj) up to tolerance δ3, i.e.
|pu(3)− pi(3)| ≤ δ3
|pv(3)− pj(3)| ≤ δ3
along the C dimension.
B - Atom cost
Recall that we defined the cost of an atom, a, under a given set of assigned observations,
{xl}oal=1 as
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Definition 3 (Atom cost) The cost associated with atom a, with a normally distributed
prior N (µa, σa), and oa observations {xal }oal=1 defined by the peak grouping, also assumed to
be normally distributed around the true frequency, µ, according to N (µ, σl) is defined as
cost
(
a, {xal }oal=1
)
, − logEµ∼N (µa,σa)
[
oa∏
l=1
f(xal | µ, σl)
]
. (18)
where f(· | u, v) is the Gaussian density with mean u and standard deviation v.
This is Definition 1 in the main text. Note that the term inside the expectation is a
product of oa univariate Gaussian probability density functions. Furthermore, expanding the
expectation, we note that
Eµ
[
oa∏
l=1
f(xal | µ, σl)
]
=
∫ +∞
−∞
f(µ | µa, σa)
oa∏
l
f(xal | µ, σl)dµ (19)
=
∫ +∞
−∞
f(µ | µa, σa)
oa∏
l
f(µ | xal , σl)dµ (20)
by symmetry. Using a standard result regarding the product of univariate Gaussian PDFs (see,
e.g., [11]), we can write
Eµ
[
oa∏
l=1
f(xal | µ, σl)
]
=
∫ +∞
−∞
f(µ | µa, σa)
oa∏
l
f(µ | xal , σl)dµ (21)
=
∫ +∞
−∞
Zaf(µ |Ma, Σa)dµ (22)
= Za (23)
where
Σa =
(
1
σ2a
+
oa∑
l=1
1
σ2l
)−1/2
(24)
Ma =
(
µa
σ2a
+
oa∑
l=1
xl
σ2l
)
Σ2a (25)
Za =
1
(2pi)oa/2
√
Σ2a
σ2a
∏oa
l=1 σ
2
l
exp
[
−1
2
(
µ2a
σ2a
+
oa∑
l=1
x2l
σ2l
− M
2
a
Σ2a
)]
. (26)
We see that this choice of cost function is therefore computationally advantageous, as the
desired expectation is a simple function of the observations, {xl}oal=1 and of the distributional
parameters of the prior, (µa, σa) and experiments, {σl}oal=1. That said, it is certainly not the
only cost function that one could use. As an example, we could instead solve a maximum
likelihood problem for each peak grouping that would assign the highest likelihood frequency
to each atom, given the prior and the observations. The exploration of alternative cost functions
is left for future work.
C - Statistical Typing
Statistical typing is a process that happens both during the node and edge creation steps.
In particular, we want to avoid the creation of nodes and edges which are too unlikely to
constitute a valid assignment. The way we action on this notion is to define a threshold below
which we would rather have a null assignment than the assignment induced by the relevant
nodes. This threshold also determines the cost of the edges to (and from) the dummy nodes,
which are therefore the highest cost edges in the graph.
For all simulations in this paper, we use the following definition:
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Definition 4 (Atom cost threshold) The maximum allowable cost associated with atom
a, with an expected frequency, µ, distributed according to the normally distributed prior
N (µa, σa), and a total of oa expected observations is given by:
threshold (a) , cost(a, {wal }oal=1) (27)
where
wal = µa + δσa + (−1)l+1δσl. (28)
That is, we define the maximum allowable cost for atom a by setting {xal }oal=1 in Definition
1 to {wal }oal=1, which constitute an adversarial realization of the observations. In this realization,
the mean of the observations is ≈ δ standard deviations away from the prior mean, and the
observations are split into two clusters, 2δ experimental standard deviations apart.
